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I live in Maryland Heights, in St. Louis. Where nothing happens and all there is is crime. Well, 

not really. Okay maybe yes, every once in a while, you might see something crazy or see an 

outfit or two that doesn’t seem right, but that's what makes St. Louis St. Louis.  

 

You see, there are so many different things that make up a “good” or “bad” place and where I 

live it’s neither. The world judges based on schools, neighborhoods, and kinds of jobs thinking 

that's all that makes us up. Yet they don't. St. Louis is so full of diversity yet togetherness. It 

shouldn’t matter where we originate from.  

 

If I introduced myself piece by piece, the world would think differently of me than if I did all at 

one time. My name is Rachel Isabella Harris and I live in St. Louis. I’m African American 

originally from Nashville Tennessee. So far what do you think of me?  

 

I’ll go on. I go to Parkway Central high school where the “rich” kids go, Chesterfield. I’m not rich 

though. I don’t even live in Chesterfield. Yet I need to have my education to succeed, right? 

Teenagers like me shouldn't need a higher or lower social status to go to school somewhere. 

 

I also used to play football, I’m not a boy, but I still love it and I used to be on an all boys team. 

Even though I’m not now, my love for it hasn’t changed. If you would have just heard the word 

football, would you have thought that I was a boy or even a man? I wear long socks all the way 

up to my knees, braided strands flowing down by back, and hat turned backwards. Am I a geek? 

straight "A" student or in a gang? I'm a pianist but use it in a way more advanced than a chord 

or a scale.  

 

Now that you know all of me. Do you like what you see?  

 

My St. Louis might look different than yours because you haven't seen it from my eyes, but you 

don't need to. Simply because it’s mine, not yours. My St. Louis consists of hot summers and 

freezing winters but undecidable weather. My St. Louis contains the joyous smell of fresh pizza 

cut in precise squares and the warmed Chinese food still in it's little box. Happy children 



downtown with their parents at a tiny park with grand architecture that surprises their little feet 

with the great gift of water underneath the marble ground.  

 

Still, my St. Louis includes anger, sadness, and being terrified with the thought of adults and 

teenagers the ages of you and me all with the mindset of kill or be killed.  How quickly a walk 

down the street can escalate into a limp body on the ground, or women young or old giving their 

beautiful bodies to men who aren't worthy.  

 

Therefore, I will sit here on my couch made of hands, drinking my water from my coffee cup, 

and eating my soup with my fork. Scrolling through my phone and texting my friends what's up 

or hey, and watching how the world focuses on each others’ insecurities as a way of concealing 

its own.  

 

Here in my St. Louis, we live out our childhoods as "normal" people, going to the zoo and 

looking at the "monstrous" animals in their little environments. The glass in between, keeping us 

safe from their habits and instincts. Never really thinking that maybe they are the ones being 

saved by these things called cages. And the dangers of the world, watching each and every one 

of us tear each other apart piece by piece.  

 

But, no need to worry, cry, fear, or judge. Because this right here, this St. Louis is mine, not 

yours.  

 


